TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Legal and natural persons from the Republic of Croatia and abroad who duly
and in a timely manner complete the application for exhibition space, which
is also the contract for exhibit space, have the right to participate in the 2019
Biograd Boat Show. By submitting the completed application Exhibitor confirms
participation in the Croatia Charter Expo (herein CCE) and accepts all terms and
conditions and prices set by the Organizer. The final date for submitting the application/contract to the Organizer is 10th September, 2019 and the Organizer
reserves the right to decide on accepting each individual application and will
notify the Exhibitor of rejection of its application within 10 days from its receipt.

2. APPLICATIONS AND PAYMENT
The application/contract is irrevocable and binding on Exhibitors. All applications to exhibit apply only to Exhibitors authorized to participate. Exhibitors are
not authorized to sublet the assigned exhibit space to another natural or legal
person and if Exhibitor does so, that will result in exclusion from participation
and participation fee will be charged double. In the exhibit space, Exhibitors
may display and exhibit only their own products or those they have the right to
pro- mote as authorized dealers. Additionally, Exhibitors can exhibit only equipment and services designated on the application for space, consistently adhering to the provisions of the application/contract, with an obligation to submit to
the Organizer for approval a list of services they intend to provide and products
they intend to exhibit not later than 14 days prior to the event.
If Exhibitor’s application/contract is accepted the Organizer sends an itemized
Offer with the total price and payment details. A minimum 50% payment must
be made within 7 days from the receipt of the pro-forma invoice. The balance
payment must be made no later than September 20th, 2019.

3. SPACE AND ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The Organizer undertakes to allow access to the exhibit space and ordered equipment not earlier than 24 hours prior to the opening of the boat show. Exhibitor
undertakes to bring all exhibits at least 18 hours prior to the opening of the boat
show. If Exhibitor is, for any reason, unable to handle to the deadline, Exhibitor
may request from the Organizer a written approval of the deadline extension and
the Organizer will make a decision and notify Exhibitor. Also, the Organizer can
assign the space to another Exhibitor. In such case the Organizer will, without the
obligation to do so, try to allocate another space. If Exhibitor is altering the allotted space, it has to conform to the applicable standards and technical protection
rules. Exhibitors and visitors of the boat show have to abide by the provisions of
the Marina Kornati Rules of Conduct which is an integral part of these Rules and
Regulations. After the closing of the CCE, the Exhibitor will leave and return the
exhibit space and additional equipment as received. Any damage will be covered
by Exhibitor. The application/contract applies only to the exhibiting company,
i.e. person authorized to participate. Exhibitor may display and exhibit products
and services only under the name of the exhibiting company and may not assign
space in the show to another company without the Organizer’s approval.

4. SELLING AT THE SHOW SITE
Exhibitor shall sell products designated on the application/contract in accordance with the regulations and is liable for the compliance of all displayed products with the legislation and standards of the Republic of Croatia and the European Union. For any product that does not comply, Exhibitor has to issue a
written notice to the boat show visitor.

5. OPENING HOURS
The CCE is open to visitors on Thursday, 17.10.2019 from 13:00 until 19:00h
and on Friday, 18.10.2019 from 10:00 to 18:00 h in HALL D.
The Biograd Boat Show is open to visitors on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
from 10:00 until 18:30h and on Sunday from 10:00 until 18:00h.
No exhibit may be removed from the show during the run of the show and
Exhibitor may not leave exhibit material unattended at any time.

6. LIABILITY AND INSURANCE
The Organizer is not responsible for any damage or loss of equipment and other
exhibits and personal belongings. Exhibitor will be liable for damage caused to the
Organizer or a third party by the use or possession of another exhibit. Exhibitor is
responsible to insure the contents of its exhibit.

7. RESCHEDULING
The Organizer undertakes to notify Exhibitors in a timely manner of any
relevant changes to the organization and schedule of the CCE due to unpredictable circumstances. Exhibitors may not request compensation from
the Organizer in the event of such changes.

8. CANCELLATION OF PARTICIPATION
If Exhibitor submits a written cancelation of its application, the Organizer has
the right to solely decide on the cancellation. The parties to the con- tract, i.e.
the Organizer and Exhibitor, mutually agree that the Organizer will not accept
cancellations submitted 60 or fewer days from the opening of the CCE and in
such cases full charges will apply and Exhibitor will have to pay 100% of the
amount indicated on the application/contract. If Exhibitor proposes withdrawal of the application within 60 or more days prior to the CCE, and the Organizer
accepts the cancellation, the parties agree that the Organizer will invoice 50%
of the amount indicated on the application/contract to the Exhibitor.

9. ACCREDITATION - CCE ENTRY PASS
The rules on the granting and use of accreditation are issued by the Organ- izer and Exhibitors are notified in a timely manner. The CCE exhibitor
pass is issued to the designated person accredited by Exhibitor and only
that person is authorized to use the pass. CCE exhibitor will also have the
full access to a Biograd Boat Show. Exhibitor will complete the request for
accreditation and return the request form to the Organizer not later than
by October 1st, 2019. In case of late submission of the accreditation request form, the Organizer reserves the right to charge them according to
the price list. In case of misuse of accreditation, the Organizer may refuse
to provide services and the person using another’s accreditation will be
removed from the show.

10. PHOTOS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS
AND ADVERTISING MATERIAL
During the show the Organizer may take photographs and make audio and
video recordings in the exhibit spaces and use the recorded material for
its own and general purposes. Exhibitors hereby waive any copyrights and
claims to such materials and are not allowed to make recordings without
the Organizer’s approval except in their exhibit space. Exhibitors may offer
advertising material to visitors only in the assigned exhibit space; otherwise
the Organizer will confiscate and remove all printed matter and advertising
material found outside Exhibitor’s exhibit space.

11. CLOSING PROVISIONS
In case of any dispute arising out of breach or misinterpretation of the provisions of this contract, i.e. application form, the Organizer and Exhibitor
mutually agree the jurisdiction of the Commercial Court in Zadar.

12. PRIVACY POLICY
Erasure or restriction of processing of personal data can be requested by
email: dpo@ilirijabiograd.com or by mail: ILIRIJA d.d., Tina Ujevića 7, 23210
Biograd na Moru, Republic of Croatia, with reference: for the attention of
Data Protection Officer. Data subjects can object to data processing and at
any time give or withdraw consent for the processing of their personal data.

CONTACT
Ilirija d.d.
23210 Biograd na Moru,
Tina Ujevića 7, HRVATSKA
VAT NO.: 05951496767
Phone: +385 (0)23 386 147
Fax.: +385 (0)23 384 564
Email: info@biogradb2b.com
web: www.croatiacharterexpo.com

